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a b s t r a c t

The interdependence of Greece and other European stock markets and the subsequent
portfolio implications are examined in wavelet and variational mode decomposition
domain. In applying the decomposition techniques, we analyze the structural properties
of data and distinguish between short and long term dynamics of stock market returns.
First, the GARCH-typemodels are fitted to obtain the standardized residuals. Next, different
copula functions are evaluated, and based on the conventional information criteria and
time varying parameter, Joe–Clayton copula is chosen to model the tail dependence
between the stock markets. The short-run lower tail dependence time paths show a
sudden increase in comovement during the global financial crises. The results of the long-
run dependence suggest that European stock markets have higher interdependence with
Greece stock market. Individual country’s Value at Risk (VaR) separates the countries
into two distinct groups. Finally, the two-asset portfolio VaR measures provide potential
markets for Greece stock market investment diversification.
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1. Introduction

The impacts and consequences of inextricably linked and interdependent financial markets become evident and
pronounced in turmoil market conditions [1–5]. The contagion effects are mainly recognized by a significant increase in the
(short term) co-movements between the stock markets during and/or after a financial crisis. In this situation, international
portfolio diversification becomes less effective compared to the periods of stable markets and conditions.

The stock market return distributions are characterized as non-normal, that is, fat tailed and leptokurtic in behavior,
which implies that return affects market interdependence asymmetrically [6–8]. Therefore, an increase in asymmetric
interdependence, especially following a financial crisis, makes the linear statisticalmeasures such as correlation a less useful
and informative device to capture asymmetric dynamics of stock markets returns. Further, because correlations provide
linear relationship between the markets, it does not capture tail dependence and nonlinear transformations of the stock
market return distribution. At least for these reasons, the copulas approach [9] iswidely used to examine the tail dependence
between financial time series [10,11]. Moreover, from a risk management point of view and especially during the periods of
financial crisis, the approach becomes extremely useful to understand the impact of changes in stock markets dependence
on the portfolio’s Value-at-Risk (VaR) [12].

The contagion in stock markets can be evident, at minimum, through four channels. First, investors can face liquidity
constraints due to huge losses in investment in a diversified portfolio and thus create adverse reactions in a market. A sharp
fall in onemarket causes a reduction in investorswealth and therebywithdrawal from risky assets [13,14]. This phenomenon
can arise even when the investors are rational and the markets are perfect, and the vulnerability in the market can be
perpetuated by financial intermediaries [15,16]. Further, the illiquidity during a financial crisis compels money managers,
convergence traders and arbitrageurs to sell their assets and this action spreads across the markets [17–20]. The efforts to
reduce VaR and marked to market requirement can also trigger asset liquidation [21]. Second, the influence of judgments
and preferences due to uncertainty in a market can make investors to revise (upward) their risk assessments and this can
trigger an increase in risk premia due to fall in risky assets prices. The rise in uncertainty results in ‘‘flight to quality’’, that
is, a shift from risky to safe assets [22–26]. Third, herding behavior due to the inherent emotional biases of investors can
result in the market participants perceiving that trading behavior reflects the private information and this gets cascaded to
market prices. A rational agent can also follow the herd to avoid high information costs. Kodres and Pritsker [27] argue that
asymmetric information increase themarkets’ vulnerability to crises due to cross-market rebalancing. A portfoliomanager’s
compensation is usually linked with performance which imitates their behavior towards herding. The mimetic behavior
is an intrinsic feature of human nature shared by financial market participants [28–30]. The final channel through which
contagion may arise is the counterparty credit risk. The business relations between the firms effect non-distressed firms
when other firms are in financial distress. The interdependence among the firms (suppliers or consumers of the products)
transmits financial distress signal to others. Market participants may anticipate these difficulties and therefore may bid
down a whole range of assets after the bankruptcy announcement [31–33].

The study analyzes Greece debt crisis and the subsequent portfolio implication on the European stock markets. As a brief
background, Greece joined the European Union (EU) in 1981 during which period it realized an unprecedented economic
growth which was duly supported by huge loans and government deficits to finance infrastructure development. While
experiencing periods of miraculous growth, the government of Greece accumulated huge debts and reportedly understated
deficits which became a greater concern for the investors and the international community, especially after Greece decided
to join the Eurozone in 1999 and gave up drachma (Greek currency) to adopt euro with other 18 European Union (EU)
countries.1 Amidst this development, the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007–08 put additional stress on theGreek debt level
and adversely affected the growth resulting in a 20% decline in GDP (gross domestic product) from 2008 to 2010. Since 2010,
the pessimistic investment outlook of Greece has resulted in a number of investors and financial institutions withdrawing
and selling Greek bonds and other portfolios to minimize the risk and losses. This further raised the unemployment level
and extenuated Greek government’s debt level resulting in the Euro area (Euro) sovereign debt crisis. The onset of the rising
debt levels and the high government deficit was a Greek problem further signals the failure and danger of having a common
currency coupled with high debt levels, at least for those countries that are part of the EU (example Portugal and Italy). In
efforts to come out of its depressed economic situation, the Greek parliament over the years have finalized three bailout
programs with International Monetary Fund (IMF), European Central Bank (ECB) and the EU which nevertheless required
implementation of stringent reforms from Greece, and passed six austerity packages.2 While these measures apparently
position Greece on the path to economic recovery and hence as an active player in the EU community and beyond, the
impact and possibility of further economic depression remains a huge concern. Moreover, since Greece is an important
member of the Eurozone, any major economic, financial and/or political developments including the option to exit from the
Eurozone, will have a flow-on and knock-on effects on other countries, and especially those in the Eurozone.

Against this background, we examine the interdependence between 12 European stock markets and its portfolio
implications using daily data from January 1, 2000 to April 31, 2015. The market characteristics of Greece are shown in
Fig. 1.

1 Although the decision to adopt euro was made in 1999, the formal operationalization with 340.75 drachma to a euro took place in 2002.
2 The recent bailout was in August 2015 when Greece defaulted on the IMF.
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Fig. 1. Market capitalization/GDP and value of stock traded/GDP of Greece.
Source:World Bank (2015).

Following, Gallegati [3] and Dewandaru et al. [34], we consider a sudden increase in short-term (long-term) dependence
after a shock as contagion (interdependency) effect. To distinguish between short- and long-term variations of European
stock markets, we use an advance multi-resolution technique known as the Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD) for
the decomposition of stock market returns. The non-recursive VMD of Dragomiretskiy and Zosso [35] decomposes a time
series into differentmodes that collectively reproduce the input signal. These decomposed time series are compact around a
center pulsationwith a limited bandwidth and is updated byWiener filtering in Fourier domain, and a Lagrangianmultiplier
is used to enforce exact signal reconstruction. Hence, the low (high) frequency modes obtained through VMD presents the
long (short) term dynamics of the original signal. This mode-by-mode decomposition is used to examine the change in stock
market dependence for short- and long-run.

Further, to get a deeper understanding, we strengthen the VMD approach with wavelet decomposition analysis (WDA),
where the latter is used to de-noise the data and address the irregularities that can arise in time and scale measurements—
a feature which is an important consideration in modeling high frequency financial time series data. The discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) has a number of variants such as summlet, coilet, Haar, debauchies, a trous, among others. Themostwidely
used type of DWT is the Maximal overlap wavelet transform (MODWT) (see for example Refs. [36–41], among others for
detailed exposition). However, for our purpose, we use a more recently developed Harr a trous wavelet (HTW) of Murtagh
et al. [42]. UnlikeMODWTwhich has efficiency depending on the boundary condition and thus requires the removal of some
biased wavelet coefficients at each scale, HTW is immune against the boundary effect and thus preserves the information
derived from the data analytics.

Inwhat follows, we examine the tail dependence [43], with a special focus on the change in dependence regime for short-
and long-term decomposed stock returns. Finally, we demonstrate the implications of a change in dependence regime for
portfolio riskmanagement using scale-by-scale ratio of Value-at-Risk (VaR). The remainder of the paper is set out as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss the methods used. Section 3 presents the empirical results, and finally, Section 4 concludes.

2. Methodology

The analysis is performed in four steps: (i) the marginal distribution for each random variable is obtained through
ARMA–GARCH models with skewed t-distribution; (ii) the standardized residuals are decomposed into short- and long-
term coefficients using HTW and VMD approaches; (iii) a wide range of copula functions and best copula is chosen based on
different information criteria; and, (iv) portfolio implications of short- and long-run lower tail dependence are examined to
highlight implications of Greece debt crisis.

2.1. Marginal distributions model

The estimation of tail dependence based on copula models is done in a two-step procedure [44]. First, the marginal
distribution of each time series is estimated by applying the ARMA–GARCHmodels and keeping the standardized residuals.
Next, the copula parameters are estimated using the coefficients of the marginal models. A correct specification of marginal
distributions is obtained when the probability transformations of the residuals is i.i.d. and uniformly distributed [45]. We
characterize the marginal densities of the stock markets returns (rt ) using an ARMA(p, q) model:

rt = ∅0 +

p
j=1

∅j rt−j + εt −

q
i=1

θiεt−i, (1)

where p and q are non-negative integers; ∅j and θi are the autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) parameters;
εt = σtzt , where σ 2

t is the conditional variance that has dynamics as given by a threshold generalized autoregressive
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conditional heteroskedasticity (TGARCH) model introduced by Zakoian [46] with the objective to account for the most
important stylized features of marginal distributions such as fat tails and the leverage effect.

σ 2
t = ω +

r
k=1

βkσ
2
t−k +

m
h=1

αhε
2
t−h +

m
h=1

λh1t−hε
2
t−h, (2)

whereω is a constant; is σ 2
t−k the previous period’s forecast error variance (GARCH component). ε2t−h is news about volatility

from previous periods (ARCH component); 1t−h = 1 if εt−h < 0, otherwise 0 and where λ captures leverage effects. For
λ > 0, the future conditional variance will increase proportionally more following a negative shock than a positive onewith
the same magnitude. Note that when λ = 0, the volatility model in Eq. (2) is termed as GARCH model; zt is an i.i.d. random
variable with zero mean and unit variance that follows a Hansen’s [47] skewed-t density distribution and is specified as:

f (zt , ν, η) =


bc


1 +

1
ν − 2


bzt + a
1 − η

2
−(ν+1)/2

zt < −a/b

bc


1 +

1
ν − 2


bzt + a
1 + η

2
−(ν+1)/2

zt ≥ −a/b


(3)

where ν and η are the degree of freedom parameters (2 < ν < ∞) and the symmetric parameter (−1 < η < 1). The
constants a, b and c are given by: a = 4ηc


ν−2
ν−1


, b2 = 1 + 3η2 − a2, and c = Γ


ν+1
2


/
√
π (ν − 2)Γ


ν
2


, respectively. If

η = 0 and ν → ∞, then the skew-t converges to the standard Gaussian distribution, and if η = 0 and ν is finite the skew-t
converges to the symmetric Student-t distribution.

2.2. Time series decomposition

We utilize two different decomposition approaches, the wavelet and variation mode decompositions, and compare
their suitability to model the dynamic dependence between stock markets of interest. Wavelet analysis provides useful
information regarding the behavior of time series by utilizing both frequency and time domains. The wavelet approach can
be used to decompose the time series into different time-scaled components and represents the variability and structure
of the stochastic processes on scale-by-scale basis. The discrete wavelet (DWT) and the continuous wavelet (CWT) are two
distinguished wavelet transform classes often used (see for example Refs. [36–39], among others).

Further, the DWT is particularly helpful for noise reduction and data compression. However, the DWT lacks translation-
invariance and this problem can be overcome by using redundant or non-decimated wavelet transform [48]. Maximum
overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) is a well known non-decimated wavelet transform used to overcome
translation-invariance problem and is widely used in economics, finance and statistics.3

Notably, the estimatedMODWT variance cannot be efficient unless all the boundary-dependent coefficients are excluded
and the squares of the remaining coefficients are averaged. The unbiased estimator of wavelet variance depends on the
removal of all wavelet coefficients affected by boundary conditions whichmay lead to the loss of information. However, the
removal of someof thewavelet coefficientswill not result in an exact reconstruction of the time series [49]. A straightforward
solution to the tricky problem of time series boundary effects can be overcome by the non-decimated or redundant version
of Haar wavelet transform (HTW) developed byMurtagh et al. [42]. The HTWmakes it computationally possible to consider
the resultingHTWvariance estimator as an alternative variance that enables signal analysis using all thewavelet coefficients.

2.2.1. The Haar a trous wavelet
The wavelet function is a small wave and can be manipulated (stretched or squeezed over time) to extract the frequency

components from a complex signal. The so-called autocorrelation shell representation (redundant algorithm) uses the
dilations and translations of the autocorrelation functions of compactly supported wavelets. The scaling and the wavelet
functions are chosen to satisfy the following equations:

1
2
x∅

 x
2


=


k

h (k)∅(x − k) and (4)

1
2
xψ

 x
2


=


k

g (k) ψ(x − k) (5)

3 The authors thank an anonymous reviewer for highlighting this point and providing subsequent references.
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where h is a discrete scaling low-pass filter and g refers to a discrete high-pass filter associated with the wavelet function.
The smoothed and detailed signals at a given resolution j and at a position t are obtained by the following convolutions:

Sj (t) =

+∞
l=−∞

h (l) Sj−1(t + 2j−1
× l) and (6)

dj (t) =

+∞
l=−∞

g (l) Sj−1(t + 2j−1
× l). (7)

Notably, the signals can be directly derived from the autocorrelation shell coefficients. In each step, the series is convolved
with a cubic B-spline filter h with (2j − 1)× 1 zeros inserted between the B-spline filter coefficients at level j. We thus get
a series of smoothed versions sj with s0 being the finest scale and referring to the normalized raw series. Given a smoothed
signal at two consecutive resolution levels, the detailed signal dj(t) at the level j, can be derived as:

dj (t) = Sj−1 (t)− Sj(t). (8)

The set d =

d1(t), d2(t), . . . , dj(t), sj(t)


represents the wavelet transform of the signal up to scale J , and the signal can be

expressed as a sum of the wavelet coefficients and scaling coefficient:

x (t) = Sj (t)+

J
j=1

dj(t). (9)

The above Eqs. (4)–(9) presented HTW is a decimated wavelet and a non-decimated or redundant version is developed by
Murtagh et al. [42]. The non-decimated Haar algorithm provides a convincing and computationally very straightforward
solution to the time series boundary effects problem [42]. In non-decimated Haar algorithm the low-pass filter h (e.g. 1/16)
is replaced by the simple non-symmetric filter h = (1/2, 1/2). The original signal is then convolved by using the filter h as
follows:

Sj+1 =
1
2
(Sj,t−2j + Sj,t). (10)

Then, the scaling coefficients at higher scales can be easily obtained from the scaling coefficients at lower scales as follows:

Dj+1 (t) = cj (t)− cj+1(t). (11)

The HTW utilizes a threshold procedure i.e. a threshold value λ is selected to filter the wavelet coefficients (cf. [50]).
We follow Donoho [48] and calculate the ‘‘optimum’’ value of the threshold level as λ =

√
2 log (T )σ 2, where, T is the

length of the decomposed time series, and σ 2 the variance of the noise, i.e. variance of the detailed coefficients at the first
decomposition level.

2.2.2. Variational mode decomposition
The fundamental concept of VMD is to decompose a time series f into discrete k number of sub-series (known as

modes) uk, and the bandwidth of each mode is limited in spectral domain. Each decomposed variational mode k is assumed
to be compressed around a center pulsation, ωk, which is determined along with the decomposition. The algorithm to
determine the bandwidth of a time series requires: (i) obtaining a unilateral frequency spectrum for each mode uk by
computing the associated analytic signal bymeans of theHilbert transform; (ii) for eachmode, shifting themode’s frequency
spectrum tobasebandbymixingwith an exponential tuned to the respective estimated center frequency; and (iii) estimating
the bandwidth through Gaussian smoothness of the demodulated signal [35]. Thus, the resulting constrained variational
problem can be given as:

min
{uk},{ωk}

=


k

∂t δ (t)+
j
π t


∗ uk(t)


e−jωt

k

2
2


s.t.


k

uk = f (12)

where, k indicates the set (number) ofmodes u of the original signal f ;ω, δ and ∗ represent frequency, the Dirac distribution,
and convolution, respectively. Thus, {uk} := {u1, . . . , uk} and {ωk} := {ω1, . . . , ωk} are the sets of all variational modes and
their central frequency, respectively. Eq. (1) decomposes the original signal into a set of modes with a limited bandwidth in
Fourier domain. The solution to the original minimization problem is the saddle point of the following augmented Lagrange
(L) expression:

L (uk, ωk, λ) = α

k

∂t δ (t)+
j
π t


∗ uk(t)

2
2
+

f −


uk

2
2
+


λ, f −


uk


(13)
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Fig. 2. Stock market trends—standardized prices.

where, λ is the Lagrangemultiplier and ∥•∥p denotes the usual vector ℓp normwhere p = 2. The solution to Eq. (13) is found
in a sequence of k iterative sub-optimizations. Finally, the solutions for u and ω are found in Fourier domain and are given
by:

un+1
n =


f −


i≠k

ui +
λ

2


1

1 + 2α (ω − ωk)
2 (14)

ωn+1
n =


∞

0 ω |uk(ω)|
2 dω

∞

0 |uk(ω)|
2 dω

(15)

where, n is the number of iterations. Following Lahmiri [51], we set the number of modes k to ten.

2.3. Copula specifications

The short- and long-run periodicity series are obtained through HTW and VMD and the copula approach is utilized to
examine the tail dependence between financial time series [43,52]. The approach is based on the Sklar [61] theorem as
follows: Let x1, . . . , xn be the random variables, F1, . . . , Fn are the corresponding marginal distributions and H is the joint
distribution, then copula C : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] exists such that H (x1, . . . , xn) = C(F1 (x1) , . . . , Fn (xn)). On the other hand, if
C is a copula and F1, . . . , Fn are distribution functions, thenH is a joint distributionwithmargins F1, . . . , Fn. The applicability
of copulas as a multivariate dependence measure is widely used while analyzing the financial time series (cf. [53,54]).

Copulas are used to characterize the tail dependence between two time series through a joint distribution. Intuitively,
the tail dependence reflects the tendency of jointly experiencing the extreme up or down comovements, and thus helps to
measure the tendency of stock markets to crash or boom together. Such dependence is usually evaluated through upper-
and lower-tail dependence coefficients denoted by U and L, respectively, and is defined as:

λU = lim
u→1

Pr

X ≥ F−1

X (u)|Y ≥ F−1
Y (u)


= lim

u→1

1 − 2u + C(u, u)
1 − u

(16)

λL = lim
u→0

Pr

X ≤ F−1

X (u)|Y ≤ F−1
Y (u)


= lim

u→0

C(u, u)
u

(17)

where F−1
X (u) and F−1

Y (u) are the marginal quantile functions and λU , λL ∈ [0, 1]. The two variables exhibit lower (upper)
tail dependence if λL > 0(λU > 0). The larger values of λL(λU) indicate clustering of data in the lower (upper) tail of the
joint distribution, and thus the stock markets are said to be upper (lower) tail dependent.

The Symmetrized Joe–Clayton (SJC) copula, a modification of the original Joe–Clayton (JC) copula, developed by
Patton [55] allows gauging both upper and lower tail dependence as:

CSJC (u, v; λU , λL) = 0.5

CJC (u, v; λU , λL)+ CJC (1 − u, 1 − v; λU , λL)+ u + v + 1


(18)

where CJC (u, v; λU , λL) denotes the Joe–Clayton copula defined as:

CJC (u, v; λU , λL) = 1 −


1 −


1 − (1 − u)k

−γ
+

1 − (1 − u)k

−γ
− 1

−1/γ
1/k

(19)
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(a) Austria. (b) UK.

(c) Belgium. (d) Denmark.

(e) France. (f) Germany.

(g) Greece. (h) Italy.

(i) Ireland. (j) Netherlands.

(k) Russia. (l) Spain.

Fig. 3. European stock markets’ returns.
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(a1) Short-run decomposed series - VMD.

(a2) Short-run decomposed series - HTW.

(b1) Long-run decomposed series - VMD.

(b2) Long-run decomposed series - HTW.

Fig. 4. Comparison of decomposed short- and long periodicity series through VMD and HTW.

Fig. 5. VMD and HTW variances.
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(a) Greece–Austria.

(b) Greece–UK.

(c) Greece–Belgium.

(d) Greece–Denmark.

Fig. 6. Short-term lower tail dependence time path—TVP SJC copula.

where k = 1/ log2(2 − λU), γ = −1/ log2(λL), λU ∈ (0, 1) and λL ∈ (0, 1). Notably, both static and dynamic copula
functions can be used to examine the tail dependence between the time series. However, the dynamic or conditional copulas
introduced by Patton [55] take into account the time variations in the dependence structure. For the conditional SJC copula,
the evolution equations for the tail dependence parameters are:

λUt = ∆


ωU + βUλ

U
t−1 + αU

1
q

q
j=1

|ut−j − vt−j|


(20)
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(e) Greece–France.

(f) Greece–Germany.

(g) Greece–Italy.

(h) Greece–Ireland.

Fig. 6. (continued)

λLt = ∆


ωL + βLλ

L
t−1 + αL

1
q

q
j=1

|ut−j − vt−j|


(21)

where ∆ (x) = (1 + e−x)−1 is the logistic transformation used to keep λUt and λLt within the interval (0, 1) at all times.
These equations indicate that both upper and lower tail dependence parameters follow an ARMA(1, q)-type process with
an autoregressive term, βUλ

U
t−1 and βLλ

L
t−1, designed to capture persistence in dependence, and a forcing variable, which is

themean absolute difference between ut and ut over the last q observations and captures the variation effect in dependence.
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(i) Greece–Netherlands.

(j) Greece–Russia.

(k) Greece–Spain.

Fig. 6. (continued)

3. Data and findings

3.1. Data

The data for this study comprises of 12 European daily stock market exchanges from 1.1.2004 till 30.4.2015 and is ex-
tracted from DataSteam International (Thomson Financial). The market indices representing each stock market are as fol-
lows: Greece (ACI), Russia (RTSI), Austria (ATX), United Kingdom (FTSE 100), Belgium (BEL 20), Denmark (OMXC 20), France
(CAC 40), Germany (DAX), Italy (FTSEMIB Index), Ireland (ISEQ), Netherlands (AEX) and Spain (IBEX 35). The price series are
converted into returns using natural logarithmic difference of prices as: rt = ln(pt/pt−1) ∗ 100. The total observations are
2728 for each selected stockmarket. Since the Greek GDP decreased by nearly 20% from 2008 to 2010 and economy suffered
from the financial crisis of 2007–08, our data represents both stable and turbulencemarket conditions. For comparison, stan-
dardized prices of European stock markets are shown in Fig. 2 and we note that all the stock markets significantly dropped
around onset of the global financial crises of 2007–08 (GFC). The stock market returns are shown in Fig. 3(a)–(l) which also
shows that stock markets’ return variations (volatility) increased during the GFC. Further, the temporal dynamics of the
returns series show change during 2011–12.

Descriptive statistics of the European stock market returns are provided in Table 1. The average returns (volatility
measured by the standard deviation) of Greece stock market is lowest at −0.0377% (highest at 1.9142%) over the sample
period. The stock market of Italy has the second lowest average daily returns (−0.0134%). The average daily returns are
highest for Denmark stock market at 0.0396%. The Jarque–Bera statistics rejects the normality of the daily log returns for
all stock markets and confirm that most of the stock markets are negatively skewed and leptokurtic—a feature specific
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(a) Greece–Austria.

(b) Greece–UK.

(c) Greece–Belgium.

(d) Greece–Denmark.

Fig. 7. Long-term lower tail dependence time path—TVP SJC copula.

to stock markets. France, Germany and Spain stock market returns exhibit positive skewness. The null hypothesis of
no autocorrelation in returns and squared returns is examined through Ljung–Box Q -statistics. The order 12 statistics
show presence of autocorrelation in the return series within conventional levels of significance. Further, the presence of
significant ARCH effects is confirmed through autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity-Lagrange multiplier (ARCH-
LM) test statistics. The non-normality, serial correlation and heteroskedasticity in stock market returns clearly support our
selection of ARMA–GARCH specification for marginal estimates.
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(e) Greece–France.

(f) Greece–Germany.

(g) Greece–Italy.

(h) Greece–Ireland.
Fig. 7. (continued)

3.2. Estimation of ARMA–GARCH models

The estimated marginal model for 12 selected stock market returns using Eqs. (1)–(3) are reported in Table 2. The lag
order p- and q- values for conditional returns and r- and m- values for conditional variance equation are selected from a
range between zero and two in order to minimize the log likelihood values.

In general, serial correlation is observed for eight stock markets returns. However, the stock market returns of Belgium,
Greece, Italy and Russia show no serial correlation. The persistence of volatility across all stock market returns is confirmed
as shownby the volatility estimates. The leverage effects are also observed for all countries except for France, Italy andRussia.
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(i) Greece–Netherlands.

(j) Greece–Russia.

(k) Greece–Spain.
Fig. 7. (continued)

A similar pattern is observed in the case of distribution asymmetry estimates. The asymmetry parameters are negative and
significant for all markets, except for Italy and Russia. However, the degrees of freedom estimates confirm the error terms
are non-normal and fat tailed for all stockmarkets. The results of different goodness-of-fit tests are reported in the last rows
of Table 2 for each model, respectively. The tests results show that selected marginal models adequately reflect the stock
market returns’ serial correlation and ARCH effects, and that neither serial correlation nor ARCH effects are present.

3.3. Decomposition analysis

Next, we apply HTW and VMD to decompose the stock market return into ten different modes (levels). In HTW,
the decomposed scales correspond to 2–4 days (D1), 4–8 days (D2), 8–16 days (D3), 16–32 days and so on up to tenth
level. Consistent with HTW, the decomposition modes using VMD approach are arbitrarily set to ten. The mode-by-mode
decomposition through VMD enables us to distinguish between short- and long-run return dynamics [51]. An objective of
the study is to analyze the short- and long-term dependence structure between the stock market returns. Subsequently,
we present the variations in original return series, short- and long-run decomposed series, and the exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) volatility for Greece (Fig. 4).4 The short-term decomposed series via VMD and HTW are presented
in Fig. 4(a1) and (a2), respectively. Fig. 4(b1) and (b2) show the long-run dynamics captured by VMD andHTW, respectively.
With the help of these figures, we can examine the strength of the two distinct approaches in capturing the time-scale nature
of stock market returns.

4 The decomposed series and the decomposition results for the other countries are not presented here to conserve the space however, they can be made
available upon request.
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(a) Greece. (b) Austria.

(c) UK. (d) Belgium.

(e) Denmark. (f) France.

(g) Germany. (h) Italy.

Fig. 8. Upside and downside value-at-risk (VaR) for stock market returns.

We can observe three general characteristics of decomposed series: (a) the short-run decomposed series through both
methods closely trace the variations in the original series that also coincide with the EWMA volatility; (b) the long-run
decomposition mode (level) results in smooth series; and (c) the short-term (long-term) variations of HTW series is higher
(lower) in comparison with VMD based decomposition. The decomposition methods also provide the variance level of each
decomposed series [52], which we present in Fig. 5. The results for Greece stock market return series indicate that the
decomposed series have different variances over time on a lowest to highest scale and a significant difference in the variation
magnitudes is observed. The first (short-run) decomposed component of HTWdisplaysmaximumvariations (1.8). However,
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(i) Ireland. (j) Netherlands.

(k) Russia. (l) Spain.

Fig. 8. (continued)

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of daily stock market returns.

Country Mean Std. Dev. Skew Kurt JB-Stat Q (12) Q 2(12) ARCH(12)

Austria 0.0117 1.6337 −0.2832 9.0010 4129.7*** 20.194* 561.51*** 612.62***

UK 0.0138 1.1892 −0.0885 12.240 9707.9*** 49.797*** 2202.0*** 782.12***

Belgium 0.0135 1.2648 −0.2031 9.5551 4902.9*** 27.522*** 2450.6*** 690.94***

Denmark 0.0396 1.3087 −0.2877 10.533 6487.5*** 27.458*** 2177.0*** 768.44***

France 0.0063 1.4261 0.0970 10.129 5781.0*** 48.533*** 1563.2*** 656.05***

Germany 0.0327 1.3742 0.0669 10.018 5600.7*** 19.6494* 1511.7*** 590.73***

Greece −0.0377 1.9142 −0.1815 7.3843 2199.9*** 20.1947* 561.51*** 522.43***

Italy −0.0134 1.5527 −0.0254 8.3239 3222.0*** 25.558** 1517.8*** 594.26***

Ireland 0.0018 1.5233 −0.5629 10.743 6959.0*** 18.224*** 2265.0*** 693.61***

Netherlands 0.0078 1.3470 −0.1340 12.643 10578.2*** 42.620*** 2506.5*** 850.90***

Russia 0.0122 2.2374 −0.4305 14.687 15608.7*** 73.247*** 1398.0*** 632.76***

Spain 0.0087 1.5101 0.0810 9.8203 5290.31*** 27.197*** 1116.5*** 512.43***

Note: This table displays descriptive statistics for daily stock market returns for the period from 1 January 2004 to December 31, 2014. Std. Dev., Skew.,
Kurt., and JB stands for standard deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis and Jarque–Bera test for normality, respectively. Q (12) and Q 2(12) represent the Ljung–Box
statistics for serial correlation of order 12 in returns and squared returns, respectively. Finally, ARCH(12) is the Lagrange multiplier test for autoregressive
conditional heteroscedasticity of order 12.

* Shows statistical significance at the 10% level.
** Shows statistical significance at the 5% level.
*** Shows statistical significance at the 1% level.

as the decomposition level increases, HTW components approaches zero after the third level. The variations in VMDmodes
are relatively stable over time and their values range between 0.15 and 0.20. Hence, the two methods produce distinct
outcomes and therefore a further comparison is justified.5

3.4. Copula models estimation

After the decomposition of short- and long-run components of stock markets returns, we measure the dynamics
dependence between themusing a battery of copula functions.We consider static copulas, i.e. the Gaussian, Clayton, Rotated
Clayton, Plackett, Gumbel, Rotated Gumbel, Student’s t , SJC and time varying copulas which includes TVP Gaussian, TVP
Rotated Gumbel, and TVP SJC.6 The choice of best fitted copula function is based on the log likelihood test statistics (Table 3).

5 We are thankful to the anonymous reviewers for highlighting this point and asking for a comparative analysis using both methods.
6 A detailed discussion on these copulas can be found in Ref. [52].
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Table 2
Parameter estimates for marginal models of stock market returns.

Austria UK Belgium Denmark France Germany

Mean

∅0
0.0528* 0.0154 0.0607 0.0750*** 0.0116 0.0175**

(0.0311) (0.0155) (0.0529) (0.0223) (0.0208) (0.0072)

∅1
−0.1145 0.1361 −0.1594** 0.5247** 0.6236***

(0.0864) (0.1369) (0.0736) (0.2222) (0.0430)

θ1
0.1782**

−0.1923* 0.1724**
−0.6011***

−0.6502***

(0.0848) (0.1232) (0.0693) (0.2348) (0.0449)
Variance

ω
0.0407*** 0.0170*** 0.0274*** 0.0488*** 0.0310 0.0278***

(0.0114) (0.0039) (0.0067) (0.0093) (0.0200) (0.0070)

α1
0.0125 0.0000 0.0083 0.0433*** 0.0000 0.0000
(0.0217) (0.0525) (0.0384) (0.0141) (0.4220) (0.0173)

β1
0.9000*** 0.9031*** 0.8793*** 0.8532*** 0.8907*** 0.9019***

(0.0255) (0.0335) (0.0262) (0.0228) (0.2441) (0.0153)

λ
0.1285*** 0.1626*** 0.1862*** 0.1411*** 0.1617***

(0.0216) (0.0491) (0.0378) (0.0338) (0.0261)

Asymmetry −0.1393***
−00.1381***

−0.1071**
−0.0631***

−0.1401**
−0.1312***

(0.0252) (0.0337) (0.0487) (0.0207) (0.0689) (0.0250)

Tail 12.604*** 11.311*** 8.8324** 7.3235*** 10.591*** 8.6515***

(2.3034) (1.1927) (3.4922) (0.8692) (2.8913) (0.9169)
LL −4559 −3608 −3864 −4051 −4221 −4172
Q (24) 22.710 24.965 17.027 24.204 15.511 14.953
Q 2(24) 24.341 25.286 11.584 15.681 28.293 23.248
ARCH(24) 22.091 27.239 17.765 22.002 16.645 15.966

Greece Italy Ireland Netherlands Russia Spain

Mean

∅0
0.0430 0.0174 0.0938*** 0.0087 0.0679 0.0107
(0.0296) (0.2472) (0.0321) (0.0095) (0.0547) (0.0078)

∅1
−0.5215*** 0.5482* 0.6362***

(0.1795) (0.3015) (0.1616)

θ1
0.5459***

−0.5514*
−0.6481***

(0.1752) (0.3002) (0.1606)
Variance

ω
0.0232*** 0.0116*** 0.0200*** 0.0205*** 0.0782*** 0.0194***

(0.0072) (0.0033) (0.0057) (0.0049) (0.0188) (0.0052)

α1
0.0611*** 0.0000 0.0454*** 0.0000 0.0439*** 0.0000
(0.0152) (0.0089) (0.0136) (0.0158) (0.0113) (0.0200)

β1
0.9097*** 0.9292*** 0.9019*** 0.8993*** 0.8973*** 0.9167***

(0.0147) (0.1503) (0.0147) (0.0178) (0.0243) (0.0173)

λ
0.0515*** 0.0821*** 0.1729*** 0.1490***

(0.0180) (0.0202) (0.0245) (0.0251)

Asymmetry −0.0610*
−0.1625 −0.0591**

−0.1320***
−0.0552 −0.1100***

(0.0331) (0.2907) (0.0273) (0.0266) (0.0864) (0.0263)

Tail 7.3075*** 8.7511* 8.5431*** 12.794*** 4.8635*** 8.0706***

(1.1292) (4.8541) (0.9253) (2.8794) (0.3807) (0.9193)
LL −5148 −4401 −4297 −3937 −5353 −4381
Q (24) 10.558 9.581 11.510 19.439 28.440 26.296
Q 2(24) 18.538 15.932 21.860 21.371 10.568 15.866
ARCH(24) 10.370 35.936 11.760 20.348 28.022 26.537

Note: The table shows parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses). LogLik is the log-likelihood value;Q (Q 2) denotes the Ljung–Box statistics
for serial correlation in the residual (squared residual) model calculated with 24 lags. ARCH is Engle’s LM test for the ARCH effect in residuals up to 24th
order.

* Indicates statistical significance at the 10% level.
** Indicates statistical significance at the 5% level.
*** Indicates statistical significance at the 1% level.

Comparedwith static copulas, time-varying copulas have relatively lower values of log likelihood statistics and hence better
characterize the stock markets returns’ dependence. In terms of the log likelihood statistics,7 the time-varying SJC copula is
the best fitted model to describe the dependence structure between all the stock markets.

7 The AIC and BIC criteria provide same conclusion and are available from author on request.
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Table 3
Log likelihood for copulas.

Greece with Austria UK Belgium Denmark France Germany Italy Ireland Netherlands Russia Spain

Panel A: Short run (VMD)
Gaussian −261.33 −232.77 −352.41 −271.95 −301.67 −208.00 −255.25 −286.39 −305.58 −179.90 −243.21
Clayton’s −214.26 −181.19 −264.68 −210.86 −234.37 −164.56 −198.02 −210.08 −227.64 −135.94 −190.44
Rotated Clayton −214.49 −180.97 −264.32 −211.36 −233.88 −164.21 −197.79 −210.17 −227.51 −136.32 −190.36
Plackett −259.51 −204.86 −318.60 −287.56 −267.76 −184.36 −230.00 −252.24 −262.30 −176.94 −215.01
Gumbel −258.07 −212.22 −312.20 −257.73 −276.70 −197.12 −235.15 −245.92 −264.92 −160.65 −225.35
Rotated Gumbel −257.61 −212.47 −312.55 −257.53 −277.02 −197.40 −235.43 −246.00 −265.00 −160.26 −225.40
Student’s t −297.97 −239.29 −353.45 −288.89 −308.64 −216.54 −261.56 −286.00 −305.27 −183.97 −250.46
SJC −281.06 −239.07 −336.40 −269.20 −306.71 −221.51 −260.12 −267.37 −292.69 −174.64 −253.11
TVP Gaussian −421.18 −386.80 −470.49 −482.96 −465.90 −398.54 −443.96 −403.72 −411.52 −323.79 −359.74
TVP Rotated
Gumbel

−471.76 −442.81 −530.75 −586.28 −514.05 −448.10 −478.93 −516.65 −486.38 −402.22 −449.43

TVP SJC −550.39 −495.76 −599.51 −696.38 −580.82 −548.76 −566.96 −588.98 −534.15 −484.66 −512.78
Panel B: Short run (HTW)
Gaussian −308.19 −209.67 −275.47 −226.20 −266.30 −230.96 −250.63 −222.28 −259.36 −186.68 −226.70
Clayton’s −245.44 −164.57 −205.46 −172.74 −201.36 −172.21 −181.91 −184.64 −195.35 −143.88 −174.49
Rotated Clayton −250.01 −179.25 −232.17 −181.31 −220.14 −192.94 −211.31 −182.68 −217.31 −143.44 −190.42
Plackett −297.57 −204.57 −255.77 −225.13 −257.26 −220.85 −239.37 −222.88 −252.06 −175.87 −218.62
Gumbel −299.75 −211.90 −268.18 −218.18 −255.48 −225.11 −242.53 −221.12 −252.52 −172.21 −225.42
Rotated Gumbel −299.23 −202.98 −253.45 −206.62 −248.27 −210.43 −227.03 −225.30 −240.01 −169.13 −214.67
Student’s t −331.33 −235.97 −289.62 −238.74 −282.25 −244.14 −261.86 −255.63 −277.42 −191.62 −246.78
SJC −326.99 −231.69 −289.54 −230.82 −276.29 −241.17 −258.14 −245.97 −271.03 −188.42 −243.75
TVP Gaussian −350.90 −263.97 −306.98 −264.97 −308.69 −262.92 −290.76 −273.50 −291.52 −227.40 −281.85
TVP Rotated
Gumbel

−352.23 −270.70 −298.35 −248.81 −305.96 −255.97 −276.53 −263.31 −275.55 −219.06 −270.07

TVP SJC −375.21 −297.87 −335.36 −272.46 −332.09 −280.99 −310.79 −286.87 −302.54 −242.22 −292.63
Panel C: Long run (VMD)
Gaussian −723.04 −361.60 −755.71 −335.40 −653.58 −647.44 −828.32 −411.18 −487.17 −439.69 −663.89
Clayton’s −736.63 −373.84 −657.88 −383.47 −599.59 −599.07 −601.82 −393.91 −540.50 −401.16 −547.51
Rotated Clayton −381.69 −175.02 −443.09 −140.20 −365.87 −386.04 −620.57 −216.58 −210.53 −278.98 −427.18
Plackett −721.87 −352.87 −673.39 −330.91 −606.74 −619.15 −821.10 −418.42 −485.62 −446.16 −658.97
Gumbel −540.53 −252.18 −577.39 −220.43 −496.51 −510.79 −757.50 −297.53 −323.81 −361.38 −557.61
Rotated Gumbel −782.31 −382.16 −727.47 −376.80 −647.12 −660.07 −749.00 −419.39 −536.18 −449.68 −623.89
Student’s t −724.01 −362.31 −754.53 −336.40 −653.64 −648.81 −832.24 −412.05 −488.95 −450.93 −667.07
SJC −754.77 −374.65 −698.77 −375.64 −621.53 −643.30 −751.06 −396.89 −530.50 −436.20 −601.71
TVP Gaussian −847.01 −465.76 −803.88 −467.66 −733.06 −743.69 −862.27 −577.19 −620.89 −661.97 −748.47
TVP Rotated
Gumbel

−1164.48 −617.31 −852.83 −656.00 −812.68 −877.97 −1013.35 −739.67 −757.72 −821.67 −955.97

TVP SJC −1248.12 −626.35 −981.89 −718.02 −991.83 −909.00 −1073.45 −763.34 −794.65 −886.18 −961.84
Panel D: Long run (HTW)
Gaussian −1562.75 −1652.07 −1074.43 −810.50 −1415.70 −913.80 −1150.87 −1153.97 −1047.99 −1151.43 −1461.62
Clayton’s −1440.07 −1573.56 −1006.45 −1012.40 −1353.43 −991.69 −1559.67 −981.43 −1067.89 −1276.20 −1214.34
Rotated Clayton −806.62 −816.14 −488.14 −284.57 −647.55 −327.07 −1383.14 −549.78 −486.81 −448.36 −840.29
Plackett −1739.47 −1121.17 −1209.83 −1079.77 −1742.01 −982.43 −1236.97 −1254.71 −1328.37 −1176.95 −1760.80
Gumbel −826.62 −516.14 −716.80 −521.64 −1003.34 −533.90 −1234.10 −780.12 −747.61 −726.34 −692.32
Rotated Gumbel −739.47 −721.17 −1105.59 −987.28 −931.21 −982.37 −1139.27 −1119.28 −1161.63 −1257.91 −1312.43
Student’s t −1574.72 −1670.23 −1084.13 −815.73 −1433.03 −919.59 −1163.78 −1162.61 −1050.69 −1157.50 −1462.60
SJC −1440.06 −1581.99 −1004.70 −1015.87 −1362.08 −983.46 −1718.60 −975.36 −1067.74 −1267.01 −1244.42
TVP Gaussian −1679.07 −1815.12 −1169.30 −830.56 −1745.10 −950.48 −1265.69 −1321.59 −1077.46 −1170.56 −1530.49
TVP Rotated
Gumbel

−1671.32 −1810.13 −1590.50 −1640.32 −1733.23 −1213.07 −1843.18 −1502.60 −1125.25 −1345.52 −1863.16

TVP SJC −1939.04 −1929.33 −1870.33 −1825.47 −1924.57 −1519.27 −1939.76 −1825.61 −1665.78 −1640.28 −1958.39

The parameters of the time-varying SJC copula using both the short- and long-run series are presented in Table 4. Since
the dependence between Greece stock market with other European stock markets is the primary interest of our analysis,
we report the estimates of dependence parameters of Greece with other markets, pair-wise respectively. For TVP Copula,
the upper tail dependence, persistence, and adjustment is captured by ωu, βu and αu, respectively; and the lower tail
parameters are denoted by ωL, βL and αL, respectively. The panels A and B show the TVP SJC estimates for short-term
dependence dynamics for both VMD and HTW decomposed series, respectively. Similarly, panels C and D present the
long-term dependence dynamics. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for the
respective estimated models are reported in the last row for each pair.

The TVP SJC copula suggests significant upper and lower tail dependence between Greece and European stock markets,
which duly confirms that the time-varying copulas characterize the dynamic dependence structure between European stock
markets. In short-run, the VMD based lower and upper dependence estimates are higher than the HTW. All the upper and
lower tail dependence parameters are significant (at the conventional levels) for VMD based decomposition. The highest
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Table 4
TVP Symmetrized Joe–Clayton copula parameter estimates.

Greece
with

Austria UK Belgium Denmark France Germany Italy Ireland Netherlands Russia Spain

Panel A: Short run (VMD)

ωu
1.780*** 1.645*** 1.784*** 1.839*** 1.735*** 1.708*** 1.782*** 1.733*** 1.600*** 1.705*** 1.588***

(0.123) (0.135) (0.138) (0.233) (0.128) (0.275) (0.262) (0.290) (0.355) (0.313) (0.309)

βu
−12.26***

−10.32***
−11.40***

−9.324***
−14.56***

−13.02***
−8.298***

−10.03***
−11.31***

−10.08***
−12.43***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.798) (0.000) (0.958) (0.917) (1.026) (1.149) (1.093) (1.092)

αu
−0.031 0.017 0.000 0.222*** 0.008 0.170*** 0.084 0.171*

−0.106 0.195*** 0.061
(0.077) (0.073) (0.088) (0.058) (0.079) (0.063) (0.057) (0.090) (0.065) (0.073) (0.093)

ωL
1.763*** 1.647*** 1.784*** 1.847*** 1.733*** 1.707*** 1.785*** 1.741*** 1.609*** 1.703*** 1.593***

(0.125) (0.133) (0.138) (0.240) (0.128) (0.278) (0.264) (0.303) (0.346) (0.325) (0.288)

βL
−11.32***

−14.16***
−10.60***

−11.35***
−9.976***

−8.207***
−12.13***

−13.21***
−7.535***

−15.57***
−9.998***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.831) (0.000) (0.974) (0.911) (1.052) (1.121) (1.142) (1.007)

αL
−0.039 0.027 −0.001 0.226*** 0.005 0.1676** 0.081 0.177 −0.098 0.1903** 0.068
(0.079) (0.072) (0.088) (0.062) (0.079) (0.067) (0.063) (0.113) (0.066) (0.077) (0.075)

AIC −994.953 −900.001 −1084.217 −1203.389 −1058.425 −944.660 −1007.974 −1027.476 −961.865 −840.930 −914.959
BIC −959.487 −864.536 −1048.751 −1167.923 −1022.959 −909.194 −972.508 −992.010 −926.399 −805.464 −879.494

Panel B: Short run (HWT)

ωu
1.2904* 1.4053** 1.427*** 1.009*** 1.4047** 1.159** 1.3751** 0.985 1.2499* 1.448* 1.177***

(0.712) (0.636) (0.236) (0.340) (0.679) (0.785) (0.650) (0.916) (0.718) (1.684) (0.253)

βu
−16.12***

−11.32***
−11.12***

−16.32***
−15.23***

−6.235***
−8.245***

−13.26***
−11.36***

−13.12 −12.11***

(2.639) (3.352) (0.004) (0.041) (2.574) (3.023) (2.502) (3.316) (2.752) (17.027) (0.000)

αu
−0.829***

−0.284 −0.648***
−0.672***

−0.489***
−0.643***

−0.639***
−0.695***

−0.674*** 0.112 −0.787***

(0.073) (0.524) (0.219) (0.218) (0.190) (0.094) (0.211) (0.105) (0.102) (19.893) (0.090)

ωL
1.4962** 1.419*** 1.352*** 1.311*** 1.533*** 0.473 1.3061** 0.952 0.637 1.005* 1.284***

(0.699) (0.451) (0.358) (0.208) (0.572) (0.945) (0.629) (0.881) (1.165) (1.625) (0.278)

βL
−11.23***

−10.00***
−10.00***

−10.00***
−10.00***

−12.12***
−13.01***

−11.45**
−9.999**

−9.976 −9.213***

(2.740) (1.838) (0.002) (0.018) (2.545) (3.002) (2.807) (3.028) (3.982) (14.981) (0.001)

αL
−0.503** 0.020 −0.227 −0.079 0.0365**

−0.980***
−0.200 −0.921***

−0.981***
−0.387 −0.131

(0.208) (0.033) (0.647) (0.196) (0.015) (0.011) (0.335) (0.041) (0.009) (248.104) (0.370)
AIC −724.333 −564.893 −644.304 −524.036 −636.065 −537.898 −592.566 −550.832 −592.895 −454.521 −563.253
BIC −688.867 −529.427 −608.839 −488.570 −600.599 −502.432 −557.100 −515.366 −557.429 −419.055 −527.787

Panel C: Long run (VMD)

ωu
0.941*** 1.428*** 1.476*** 1.276*** 1.277*** 1.412*** 2.017*** 1.235** 1.309*** 1.406*** 1.692***

(0.059) (0.374) (0.178) (0.184) (0.315) (0.150) (0.400) (0.520) (0.227) (0.190) (0.240)

βu
−10.26***

−10.11***
−10.67***

−10.56***
−11.07***

−11.92***
−10.34***

−10.49*
−10.06***

−10.10***
−10.22***

(0.000) (1.554) (0.001) (0.940) (1.516) (0.000) (1.788) (5.192) (1.025) (0.000) (1.249)

αu
0.797*** 0.355***

−0.016 0.599*** 0.342*** 0.138 −0.027 0.776*** 0.525*** 0.230*** 0.309
(0.030) (0.095) (0.099) (0.054) (0.119) (0.125) (0.034) (0.207) (0.064) (0.072) (0.083)

ωL
3.028*** 2.296*** 3.035*** 2.442*** 2.810*** 2.730*** 2.479*** 2.748*** 2.943*** 2.687*** 2.436***

(0.119) (0.362) (0.170) (0.291) (0.233) (0.168) (0.472) (0.257) (0.353) (0.104) (0.574)

βL
−11.50***

−10.02***
−10.02***

−10.19***
−10.11***

−13.23***
−12.47***

−10.08***
−10.02***

−10.22***
−11.60***

(0.000) (1.061) (0.000) (0.907) (0.796) (0.000) (1.626) (0.775) (1.164) (0.000) (1.221)

αL
0.211***

−0.329***
−0.355***

−0.156**
−0.157***

−0.019 0.037 −0.172***
−0.309*** 0.093*** 0.000

(0.047) (0.060) (0.095) (0.066) (0.044) (0.085) (0.033) (0.036) (0.050) (0.049) (0.098)
AIC −2237.526 −1155.927 −1716.375 −1247.406 −1664.146 −1768.950 −1957.844 −1399.035 −1491.688 −1590.079 1783.182
BIC −2202.060 −1120.462 −1680.909 −1211.940 −1628.680 −1733.485 −1922.378 −1363.569 −1456.222 −1554.613 −1747.716

(continued on next page)

parameters are found for Greece–Denmark stock market pair, and the HWT based dependence estimates provide no sign
of upper or lower tail dependence for Greece–Ireland pair. Similarly, non-significant lower tail dependence is noted for
Greece–Germany stock market pair.

The results for the long-term dependence dynamics for VMD and HTW decomposition are presented in panels C and D
(Table 4). Notably, the values of long-run upper and lower tail dependence in case of HTW are higher than those reported
by VMD. This result supports our previous analysis of decomposition where the variance of long-run series through HTW is
close to zero. Thus, smoothness of the trend series obtained through wavelet decomposition results in higher estimates of
the long-run dependence. We argue that decrease in variance of higher frequency series using wavelet methods may result
in over-estimation of the statistical estimates.

Further, the dominance of TVP copula over other copula functions indicates that the link between Greece stock market
with the other European countries is characterized by the tail and/or asymmetric dependence. These findings imply that
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Table 4 (continued)

Greece
with

Austria UK Belgium Denmark France Germany Italy Ireland Netherlands Russia Spain

Panel D: Long run (HWT)

ωu
9.097*** 8.231** 5.00** 1.455*** 1.796 2.228*** 1.400*** 2.00*** 2.00*** 1.967*** 5.087***

(2.238) (4.467) (2.571) (0.072) (8.012) (0.105) (0.059) (0.004) (0.096) (0.011) (0.809)

βu
−1.588 −0.274 −10.22**

−11.15***
−12.41***

−9.994***
−9.021***

−10.12 −13.21***
−8.288***

−1.063
(1.354) (24.036) (3.139) (0.607) (0.000) (0.448) (1.991) (10.027) (2.247) (2.035) (1.992)

αu
−1.000***

−5.230*** 10.00*** 0.831*** 8.324 0.856*** 0.853*** 9.995*** 9.999*** 8.117***
−1.666***

(0.000) (1.552) (0.942) (0.011) (10.172) (0.011) (0.481) (0.221) (0.901) (0.995) (0.340)

ωL
1.491 3.138 2.369*** 2.254*** 4.053*** 1.482*** 4.00*** 2.155*** 3.045*** 3.193***

−0.116
(5.434) (32.653) (0.412) (0.371) (1.466) (0.075) (1.175) (0.247) (0.410) (0.444) (3.645)

βL
−0.207 −0.321 −11.08***

−9.979***
−0.156 −12.05***

−9.997***
−8.072 −10.00*

−9.552***
−0.448

(30.297) (24.757) (0.377) (1.560) (2.175) (0.577) (2.007) (2.020) (0.713) (1.333) (3.866)

αL
−1.039***

−3.510 0.871 0.894*** 0.796** 0.885***
−0.721*** 0.871 0.866*** 0.625***

−2.328**

(0.015) (18.390) (1.073) (0.013) (0.383) (0.010) (3.216) (1.093) (0.074) (0.055) (0.938)
AIC −2153.156 −2238.123 −2858.315 −3268.928 −2703.104 −2697.805 −676.169 −2687.463 −3155.960 −2644.428 −1918.640
BIC −2117.691 −2202.657 −2822.849 −3233.462 −2667.638 −2662.340 −640.703 −2651.997 −3120.495 −2608.962 −1883.174

Note: The table shows parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses). AIC and BIC denote Akaike and Bayesian information criteria, respectively.
* Indicates significance at 10% level.
** Indicates significance at 5% level.
*** Indicates significance at 1% level.

although the dependence occurs during most of the sample period, it (the dependence) varies with the extreme market
events. The stock markets have the tendency to boom or crash together.

3.5. SJC copula dependence paths

In our view TVP SJC copula is superior to other copula functions and hence we exclusively focus on the lower tail
dependence between Greece and European stock markets.8 The lower tail dependence time paths for short-term return
series are presented in Fig. 6(a)–(k), pair wise. We show the results of both HTW and VMD decomposition on a single figure
for comparison. Notably, the short-term lower tail dependence of Greece stock market with other European stock markets
varies between 0–0.6 and 0–0.8 using HTW and VMD decomposition, respectively. Considering the time-varying lower tail
dependence, the graphs in Fig. 2 indicate two common features of the countries. First, the conditional dependence between
the stock markets shows substantial time variations during the full sample period which supports the appropriateness of
dynamic copulas over constant copulas. Second, the dependence of Greece stock market with all other countries’ exhibits
similarity in dependence structure over time. The lower tail dependence before 2007 crises varies between 0 and 0.4.
This short-term comovement increases during early periods of 2007 and reaches a maximum of 0.6 for HTW and 0.8
for VMD series. More specifically, an increase in lower tail dependence between Greece and European stock markets is
apparent during financial crises of 2007–08 which decrease to general level towards the end of 2011. These two short-term
dependence regimes are consistentwith the earlier findings of stockmarkets co-movement [56,3], Grahamet al. (2013), [57].
We also note a difference of variations in dependence based on HTW and VMD decomposition methods. Although, the
magnitude of variations is higher with VMD based series, there is an overall consistency in detecting the two different
dependence regimes.

Next, the long-term lower tail dependence time paths of Greece stock markets with other stock markets are shown in
Fig. 7(a)–(k). The long-term dynamics does not indicate any substantial change in dependence between the stock markets
especially during the financial crises. The overall dependence depicted by both decomposition methods is higher. The VMD
methods suggest highest dependence between the Greece–Austrian stock market pair (0.8). The long-term dependence of
Greece with other markets has maximum at 0.6. As expected, the long-term dependence exhibits less fluctuation compared
to the short-run. Notably, there is a difference in the peaks and troughs of both decompositions methods and the variations
are higher for HTW series. In conclusion, both decomposition methods depict that the short-term lower tail dependence of
Greece increased during financial crises and long-run dependence between the markets is generally higher.

3.6. Risk management application

We first quantify the risk of individual stock markets by calculating down and upside Value atRisk (VaR).9 Following
Reboredo et al. [60], the VaR of a single asset shows themaximum possible loss within a specific time interval and at a given

8 The upper tail dependence figures are not presented here as our primary focus is on lower tail dependence and its dynamics during financial crises.
The upper tail dependence figures nevertheless can be made available upon request.
9 A detailed exposition in regards to the performance of the extreme value theory in Value-at-Risk calculations relative to other modeling techniques is

provided in Ref. [58] and in regards to the application of VaR in emerging markets, see Ref. [59].
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(a) Greece–Austria.

(b) Greece–UK.

(c) Greece–Belgium.

Fig. 9. Upside and downside portfolio short run VaR (left) and long run VaR (right).

level of confidence. Hence, the upside and downside VaR quantifies the possibility of losses of a buy side (long position) and
a sell side (short position) investor. These two risk measures are of equal importance for safety-first investors in an effort to
minimize the probable extreme losses (Poon et al. 2004).

The downside VaR for a time period t with a significance level α (confidence level 1 − α) can be quantified as
Pr

rt ≤ VaRa,t


= α. With the marginal model estimates, this can be calculated as VaRa,t = µt + t−1

ν,η(α)σt . Here, the
conditional meanµt and conditional variance σt of stockmarket returns are calculated using Eqs. (1)–(2) and the α-quantile
i.e. t−1

ν,η(α) derives it values from the skewed Student-t distribution as in Eq. (3). Similarly, the upside VaR can be computed
by Pr


rt ≤ VaR1−α,t


= α and with the marginal model estimates it can be represented as: VaR1−α,t = µt + t−1

ν,η(1 − α)σt .
The resulting temporal dynamics of downside and upside VaR of individual stock markets are shown in Fig. 8(a)–(l). All

figures depict a similar trend of both risk measures for all countries with slight differences in the magnitudes. Although the
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(d) Greece–Denmark.

(e) Greece–France.

(f) Greece–Germany. .

Fig. 9. (continued)

impact of the global financial crisis of 2007–08 is markedwith sudden high values of down and upside VaRs, this is common
for all selected stock markets. However, we can divide the stock markets into two distinct groups. The first group which
includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, and Russia, shows that up and down VaRs decreased
to their normal levels after global financial crises and experienced a sudden marginal increase during 2011–2012 periods.
Notably, this time period corresponds to the downgrade of the Greece’s credit rating by several rating agencies and the fall
of the Athens Stock Exchange general index below 1000 points on 8th August, 2011. The other group comprises of Greece,
UK, France, Italy and Spain. The down- and up-side VaR of these stock markets have remained vibrant after 2012 with a
number of peaks.

Next, we formulate a two-asset portfolio by combining Greece stock market with other European stock markets. For
portfolio risk, we consider the comovement between the markets pairs which is obtained from the best copula function.
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(g) Greece–Italy.

(h) Greece–Ireland.

(i) Greece–Netherlands.

Fig. 9. (continued)

Notably, TVP SJC provides dependence series for both lower and upper tails and considers the two different methods of
decomposition. Hence, first we compute the two assets up (upper tail) and down (lower tail) VaRs using the short-term
dependence through HTW and VMD. Similarly, the long-term down and up portfolio VaRs are computed using long-run
lower and upper tail dependence, respectively. Now, the portfolio VaR shows the maximum possible loss that a two-asset
portfolio can incur over short or long time period at the 95% confidence level. The graphic representation for stock market
pairs is provided in Fig. 9(a)–(k) where the figures on the left (right) show the short (long) term portfolio VaRs.

Notably, less comovement between stockmarket pairs results in lower VaRs. Thus dependence regimes have implications
for portfolio diversification in both the short- and long-run. When we add UK, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, and
Spain to Greece, we note a significant difference in portfolio VaRs in comparison with individual VaR patterns (Fig. 8(a)–(l)).
Further, the portfolio of Greece stock market with Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Ireland and Russia indicates higher up and
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(j) Greece–Russia.

(k) Greece–Spain.

Fig. 9. (continued)

down (for both the short- and long-run dependence) VaR during global financial crises of 2007–08. These market pairs also
show an increase in VaR during 2011–12.

It is worth noting that Greece, UK, France, Italy and Spain stockmarkets show a permanent increase in VaR after 2011–12
but when combinedwith Greece as a portfolio, both short and long-term VaR values become smooth. These findings suggest
that portfolio implications, which aremainly driven by the co-movement between the assets, of a financial crisis can be seen
in at least two dimension: (a) the diversification benefits may not always decrease but the new investment avenues may
arise after the crisis episode; and (b) the co-movement of asset is time dependent and hence investment time horizon plays
a vital role. Therefore, the (institutional) investors like hedge funds, insurance companies, banks and pension funds, among
others can influence and/or drive the portfolio implication based on their specific investment time horizon.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we examined the interdependence of European stock markets and their portfolio implications in wavelet
and variationalmodedecomposition domain. Both decomposition techniques enabled us to analyze the structural properties
of datawhile distinguishing between short and long term dynamics of stockmarket returns. First, the standardized residuals
were obtained through GARCH-type models. Next, different copula functions were evaluated based on the conventional
information criteria and hence the TVP SJC copula was chosen tomodel the tail dependence between the stockmarkets. The
short-run lower tail dependence time paths showed a sudden increase in comovement during the global financial crises.
The results of long-run dependence suggested that European stockmarkets have higher interdependence with Greece stock
market.

Next, we apply the extreme value theory and calculate individual country as well as the upside and downside portfolio
VaRs. It is worth noting that the possibility of losses differs in a buy side (long position) and a sell side (short position)
investor. These two risk measures are of equal importance for safety-first investors in an effort to minimize the probable
extreme losses. Further, themarket expectations and investment implications of stockmarkets’ dependence differ for short-
term and long-term investors. Hence, first we compute the two assets up (upper tail) and down (lower tail) VaRs using the
short-term dependence through HTW and VMD. Similarly, the long-term down and up portfolio VaRs are computed using
long-run lower and upper tail dependence, respectively. The individual country Value at Risk (VaR) separated the countries
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into two distinct groups. A two-asset portfolio VaR measures highlighted the potential markets for Greece stock market
investment diversification.

The findings provide a useful input for regional and international investorswhen assigning optimalweightage of different
assets in portfolio formulation. The investors should also consider that diversification benefits of European stock markets
are lesser for long-term investments and vanish during the financial (debt) crisis. Additionally, the study contributed to
the literature in understanding the decomposed financial time series and its application in portfolio management. Further
application of decomposed time series to evaluate different portfolio strategies viz. individual utility functions can be an
area worth exploring for future research.
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